THE SMARTEST INTERNET ACCESS AVAILABLE
Co-Location.com customers connect directly to the Level 3 backbone. Co-Location.com leverages Level 3’s superior network to deliver the power, flexibility, and manageability needed for a company to rapidly scale its Internet bandwidth. The network is equipped to respond to demand for data-intensive content and our clients take advantage of Level 3’s world-class service and support.

The statistics and track record of this high-performance, high-bandwidth service excel in every way. Co-Location.com customers benefit from Tier 1 network performance and ease of connection while paying market-leading price points with flexible contract terms.

FIRST INTERNATIONAL 10 GBPS BACKBONE
Level 3 has substantially completed an international fiber optic communications network connecting Europe and the United States. Level 3 operates the first international 10 Gbps (OC-192), seamless, redundant IP backbone. With more than 522 traffic aggregation access points, the Level 3 Network is widely accessible via all Level 3 Gateways, Level 3 EPOP locations, Level 3 metro transport, and third-party access partners.

UNPARALLELED NETWORK PERFORMANCE AND INTERCONNECTION
Level 3’s fully fault-tolerant network offers redundancy at the metro, national, and international levels, and their own state-of-the-art hardware and facilities keep traffic moving rapidly and safely. Co-Location.com backs this up with the Service Level statements made in our standard terms and conditions guaranteeing 100 percent network availability, low maximum latencies in all regions, and less than 1 percent packet loss.

The quality of an IP Network cannot be measured solely by the size of its backbone and amount of peering connections. The amount of customer connectivity is critical when choosing an IP Network. Level 3 has a significant customer base that includes over 750 Gbps of internet traffic internationally, representing 40% of leading Web sites and nearly every major national carrier.

A continuously upgradeable network with no congestion guarantees that the performance of the Level 3 network is exceptional. High capacity, scalable peering interconnections ensure uncongested connectivity between the world’s largest Internet backbone networks.

COMPETITIVE PRICING
To make your life easier, Co-Location.com customers have many billing options to choose from. Upon signing up, you decide how to be billed based on your traffic patterns. Whichever billing option you choose, Co-Location.com’s competitive rates have never been more aggressive.

FLEXIBLE CONTRACT TERMS
Co-Location.com offers the most flexible contracts in the ISP industry. We understand the complexities of the technology industry. Consequently, we built our contracts to meet your needs:

- No term commitment
- No revenue commitment
- No Mbps/Gbps commitment

A PROVIDER FOCUSED ON ENABLING — NOT COMPETING
Co-Location.com focuses on what it does best: wholesaling low-cost, high performance IP services to broadband access providers, carriers, service providers and broadband content providers. In other words, we don’t compete with our customers — we enable them to grow. As Co-Locaiton.com’s aggregate traffic on the Level 3 backbone grows, we pass along economies of scale to our customers, and we all win.
The Ability to Reach Anywhere — Internationally
Co-Location.com leverages Level 3’s broadband network and high capacity peering interconnects to deliver high performance On-Net and Off-Net Internet connectivity.
CO-LOCATION.COM OFFERS SERVICES AT THE FOLLOWING LEVEL(3) GATEWAYS:

- Atlanta, GA 345 Courtland Street Atlanta GA 30308
- Atlanta, GA 180 Peachtree St. NW Atlanta GA 30303
- Baltimore, MD 300 West Lexington Street Baltimore MD 21201
- Boston, MA 300 Bent Street Cambridge MA 02141
- Chicago, IL 111 North Canal Street Suite 200 Chicago IL 60606
- Cincinnati, OH 400 Pike Street Cincinnati OH 45202
- Cleveland, OH 4000 Chester Avenue Cleveland OH 44103
- Dallas, TX 3180 Irving Boulevard Dallas TX 75247
- Denver, CO 1850 Pearl Street Denver CO 80203
- Detroit, MI 19675 West Ten Mile Road Southfield MI 48075
- Emeryville, CA 1313 53rd Street Emeryville CA 94608
- Garden City, NY 71 Clinton Street Garden City NY 11530
- Houston, TX 12001 North I-45 Houston TX 77003
- Los Angeles, CA 818 West Seventh Street Los Angeles CA 90017
- Miami, FL 49 Northwest Fifth Street Miami FL 33128
- McLean, VA 1755-1757 Old Meadow Road McLean VA 22102
- Newark, NY 165 Halsey Street Newark NJ 07102
- New York, NY 111 Eighth Avenue New York NY 10011
- New York, NY 85 Tenth Avenue New York NY 10011
- Orlando, FL 380 Lake Destiny Drive Orlando FL 32810
- Philadelphia, PA 401 North Broad Street Philadelphia PA 19108
- Phoenix, AZ 811 South Sixteenth Street Phoenix AZ 85034
- Saint Louis, MO 1015 Locust Street Saint Louis MO 63101
- San Diego, CA 8929 Aero Drive San Diego CA 92123
- San Francisco, CA 185 Berry Street San Francisco CA 94107
- Seattle, WA 1000 Denny Way Seattle WA 98109
- Stamford, CT 21 Harbor View Street Stamford CT 06902
- Sunnyvale, CA 1380 Kifer Road Sunnyvale CA 94086
- Tampa, FL 7909 Woodland Center Boulevard Tampa FL 33614
- Tustin, CA 14452 Franklin Avenue Tustin CA 92780
- Weehawken, NJ 300 Boulevard East Weehawken NJ 07087

International
- Amsterdam, Stekkenbergweg 4 Amsterdam Netherlands
- Berlin, Gradestrasse 60, 1st Flr Berlin Germany
- Brussels, Chaussée de louvain Brussels Belgium
- Dusseldorf, Germany In-der-Steele 37a Gnd Flr Dusseldorf Germany
- Frankfurt, Russelheimerstrasse 22 Gnd Flr Frankfurt Germany
- Geneva, Telehouse (Suisse) Rue de la Confederation 6 Geneva Switzerland CH-1204
- Hamburg, Suderstrasse 198 Hamburg Germany
- London, 260-266 Goswell Road London England
- London, 6 Braham Street London England
- Madrid, Interxion Calle Albansanz 71 Gnd Flr Madrid Spain 28037
- Manchester, Lloyd St N Manchester England
- Paris, 55 Avenue des champs pierreux Gnd Flr Paris France
- Stockholm, Telecity AB STK Mariehallsvagen 30 Stockholm Sweden 16102
- Zurich, Interxion Hardstrasse 235 3rd Flr Glattbrugg Zurich Switzerland
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